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Summary
The paper deals with the concept for realizing a VoD system
over cable television (CATV) networks in a way to ensure
possibilities to increase the number of both the subscribers and
the movies supported. An algorithm for the effective movie
content distribution is suggested that makes the system reliable.
Statistical investigations have been carried out to determine the
distribution laws of the movies content duration, the file size and
the drop in popularity of the series offered. The obtained results
are discussed.
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1. Introduction
CATV networks deployment is a serious problem cable
operators have to tackle in order to provide high quality
services to their subscribers and avoid the necessity of
adding new video servers too often.
Contemporary CATV networks are of the hybrid fibercoax (HFC) type. Their digital signals transmission is
based on the DVB-C standard. Thus, signals transmission
over the downstream channel is carried out through
quadrature amplitude modulation (64QAM or 256QAM,
as usual) of the radiofrequency (RF) carriers within the RF
band from 450 MHz to 862 MHz.
Information coming from the subscribers is transmitted
over the upstream channels within the band from 5 MHz
to 65 MHz, noise-immunity methods (mostly QPSK and
16QAM) being used to this end. The downstream
channel’s width is 7 MHz or 8 MHz (the European
standard) while the upstream channel’s width varies from
200 kHz to 6,4 MHz depending on the channel capacity
requested. The digital signals’ transmission bit rate over
the downstream channel can be up to 50 Mbps if
additional information processing methods (compression
and coding) and 256QAM are applied. As for the
upstream channel with 16QAM the bit rate is about
9 Mbps.
According to references [1-5], different methods for
solving the problem are used, which are based on the
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optimization of the CATV network architecture to provide
VoD service and on the movie content distribution
algorithms as well. Now-a-days methods are usually based
on the Peer-to-Peer protocol in the subscriber’s side of the
network. Most of the suggested solutions however turn out
to be impracticable for CATV networks because of the
limited upstream bit rate (for upstream channels with
QAM-16 and channel width of 6 MHz the bit rate is about
9 Mbps).
Besides, with the tree-and-branch network topology no
direct data transfer between two different subscribers is
possible, the transfer is only made via the higher
hierarchical level of the network (distribution hub or
regional head-end). The subscribers’ set-top-box devices
are with limited storage capacity, so they should be
numerous enough (large population networks) in order to
effectively apply the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology in
VoD service distribution. Hence, optimal solutions are
needed with respect to the traffic across the central
transport network, the servers’ capacity and the equipment
cost.
The VoD systems must be designed in a way to achieve
optimum video traffic distribution over the network in
order to obtain maximum effectiveness and minimum
expenses. In order to determine the distribution laws of
various random events long-term investigations are needed
based on preliminary observations and statistical data
processing.
In [6] the investigation results referring to the following
random events are discussed: the video traffic within a 24hour period, the time between incoming requests for VoD
service delivery in the most-watched hours, the duration of
the video streams requested, the movies distribution
according to subscribers’ preference.
The main purpose of the paper is to study the possibilities
to optimize the VoD system in CATV networks in terms
of the edge servers’ capacity and to develop an algorithm
for automatic movie content distribution in order to
minimize the traffic across the central transport network,
hence to minimize the blocking probability in the system.
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2. Architecture and operation algorithm of
the VoD system
Modern VoD systems realized over CATV networks are
based on the hierarchical approach, the number of
hierarchical levels being usually three. The edge VoD
servers located on the third hierarchical level hold the
movies most frequently requested by the corresponding
subscribers’ group. The video stream transfer is carried
out from those servers to subscribers. The servers can
function as proxy servers as well to redirect the video
stream from another server, which holds the movie
requested by the subscriber. The VoD servers with saved
movies that are most-requested in the corresponding
region are located on the second hierarchical level.
Between them and the edge VoD servers information is
periodically exchanged, containing the number of requests
for the corresponding region. The number of requests is
different for each separate group. The edge nodes are
updated periodically in accordance with the subscribers’
preference. On the first hierarchical level the head-end to
coordinate the system performance is located.
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video transfer is possible, then server k replies to server k.i,
the latter in its turn replying to the subscriber with
information about the number of the server that contains
the requested movie. At the same time server k.j informs
server k about the request expected from the user. Then,
for a certain period of time server k.j reserves the
necessary resources to respond to the request. Eventually
the subscriber sends a request to server k.j giving
information about the movie title and VCR commands.
Then the video stream transfer from this server starts.
The indirect algorithm is used either when the requested
movie is stored outside the local region or when all local
servers that hold a copy are overloaded. Though server k.j
which holds the requested movie is overloaded, it can still
serve as a proxy server. In this case, the manager (in the
case server k) forwards the request to the head-end. The
head-end starts searching a regional server where there is a
copy of the movie and the video stream transfer to the
subscriber is possible via server k.j. The regional server
chosen (let it be server m) will look for a local server that
holds a copy of that movie, is able to respond to the
request and is connected to server k.j. If such a local server
is detected (let it be server m.r) the subscriber will contact
it to give his request, then the transfer of the requested
video stream via server k.j will start.
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Fig. 1 VoD system architecture.

The VoD system architecture here discussed is shown in
Fig. 1. Regional servers numbered 1 to n are installed
within the network during the construction, their number
being equal to the number of local servers group on level
three. With the system deployment additional servers on
level 3 with theirs served subscribers are installed.
There are two algorithms (direct and indirect) for the VoD
system operation. When the requested movie is in the
particular subscriber’s region, the direct algorithm is used.
This algorithm works as follows: The movie request of the
subscriber is sent to its local server on hierarchical level 3
(assume it is numbered k.i) that forwards it to its manager
(server k in the case). When server k finds out that a copy
of the requested movie is available in some of the local
servers from the k-th group (let it be server k.j) and the

The investigation is based on statistical data about the
duration L and file size S of 1100 popular movies (550 in
the SD and 550 in the HD format). Information supplied
by a cable operator with 100 serving centers (each one of
about 200 subscribers) was collected during a 6-month
period. To determine the distribution law of the random
values L and S the MS Excel Data Analysis Module was
used.
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where M (113,8 min) is the mathematical expectation
value and σ (16 min) is the standard deviation of random
L , the boundary values of L being Lmin = 54 min and
Lmax = 164 min, respectively.
During the investigation of the file size distribution S the
transmission bit rate was assumed to be 3,75 Mbps for the
SD and 15 Mbps for the HD movie format. The results
from statistical data processing of the measured random
values show that the distribution of S can be described by
a normal law (Fig. 3).
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4. Results of research on movie content
popularity
Movies provided through VoD systems can be classified
into the following three categories: mass movies, other
movies and VoD browse. Mass movies can be divided into
two categories – series with a large number of episodes
and one-episode movies. The paper deals with
investigation carried out to study the drop in video series
popularity observed at a certain moment after the series’
broadcast. To this end statistical data have been collected
about series, broadcasted from a CATV operator with 100
local centers, each of them with 250 subscribers. In Fig. 4
the distribution law of the average number of video
sessions is shown within a period of two weeks after the
series have been broadcasted.
Average number of video sessions

In Fig. 2 the distribution law of the movie duration L is
shown. It is obvious that the distribution of the random
value under research may be approximated accurately
enough by a Gaussian law and described with the
following expression:
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Fig. 3 File size distribution laws for movies in the SD and HD format.

The distribution law parameters such as variation
boundaries Smin and Smax , mean value S0 and standard
deviation σ are given in Table 1.
Table 1: File size distribution law parameters

Parameter
Movie size
SD, GB
Movie size
HD, GB

Smin

Smax

S0

σ

1,52

4,61

3,2

0,45

6,08

18,45

12,8

1,8

The movies’ file size measured for both formats makes it
possible for the movie type to be defined. If the file size
value S is from 1,52 to 4,61 GB, it follows that the
transmitted movie is in the SD format. A value of S in the
interval from 6,08 to 18,45 GB denotes the HD format.
These results can be used to develop an algorithm for the
movie content distribution that is used to determine the
movie type by its file size. An important condition for the
determination of SD and HD file sizes is that they must
not intersect. In the case this condition is fulfilled.
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Fig. 4 Decrease in video series popularity.

The results of the research can be used to determine the
time period during which series must be kept stored onto
local servers. If the time period to store series in the server
and the average file size S0 are known (value S0 is
assumed to be the same for movies in the SD format) the
amount of storage capacity to be set apart for series stored
in each of the local servers can be easily determined. This
is of particular importance for the appropriate design of
the algorithm for movies’ content distribution in VoD
systems.

3. On the network optimization in terms of
local servers’ capacity
A fundamental problem with VoD systems is the traffic
across the central transport network which is related with
the probability of blocking the system. This probability
can lessen if the movies are appropriately distributed
among the local servers. In Fig. 5 the possible change in
the local servers’ capacity Cls is shown (assuming that all
local servers have the same capacity). In the case, Cmax is
the maximum local server’s capacity (if assumed that it
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does not change for a long period of time); Copt is the
optimum capacity denoting the boundary between static
and dynamic movie content in the server. If C < Copt, the
central transport network will be overloaded with video
traffic. If C > Copt, the subscriber is to wait frequently
enough for the delivery of the requested movie. The value
Copt is determined by the system itself through local
servers’ refresh, performed once in a 24-hour period in the
time interval between 4 AM and 6 AM when the video
traffic is at its minimum.
Cs

0
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Cmax

Cls

Fig. 5 Local server capacity distribution.

The maximum local server’s capacity Cmax is chosen to be
at least ¼ of the regional server’s capacity. Such a value
will guarantee that 80 % of the movies requested in the
respective service area will be available at the local server.
This follows from Zipf’s (Pareto’s) law for subscriber’s
preferences distribution which is known in literature as the
“80/20 rule”. The higher the value Cmax the better the
system performance, though this can cause a dramatic
increase in local servers’ cost. Therefore, the
determination of Cmax requires the cable operator to make
a compromise between cost and quality.
Since the local server’s capacity is limited, the saved
amount of movie content must reply to the following
condition:
p

q

i =1

j =1

∑ Si SD + ∑ S j HD + CS = Cmax ,

(2)

where S i SD and S j HD are the file sizes of the i-th movie in
the SD format and the j-th movie in the HD format
respectively, p and q are the numbers of movies in the SD
and HD format, which are saved onto the local server
(without the number of saved series in the SD format), and
CS is the local server’s capacity set aside in reserve for
series.
The values of parameters S i SD и S j HD can be easily
determined if the file size of a movie of one-hour duration
S(1h) is known. It can be determined in GB with the
following expression:
(3)
S (1h ) = 0,45.R ,
where R is the video stream bit rate in Mbps. The
authenticity of the upper expression is also confirmed by
the online calculator in [7].
The bit rate of MPEG-2 TS movie transmission being 3,75
Mbps in the SD format, and 15 Mbps in the HD format
respectively, the following expressions for the movie file
size determination (in GB) in both formats can be obtained
from (3):

Si SD = 1, 6875Li
S j HD = 6, 75L j ,

(4)

where Li and Lj are the duration (in hours) of the movie
with the corresponding number.
The peculiarity of transmitting series with a large number
of episodes (usually more than 100) that are daily
broadcasted in the SD format (as a rule) must be taken into
consideration. As shown in Fig. 4, the popularity of such a
kind of movie is at its maximum right after the broadcast
and drops almost to zero within two weeks. Because of
that it is assumed that the series are saved onto all local
servers immediately after the first broadcast and are
automatically deleted after some period of time in order to
eliminate the transit traffic referring to that type of movies.
With such an approach the disk storage losses are
negligibly low if related to system performance
improvement (in terms of the transit traffic). Practically,
all series in one-week period can be saved onto disk
storage of some tens of Gbytes, the storage capacity of
contemporary VoD servers [8] amounting to several tens
of Tbytes, i.e. nearly 1000 times larger.

3. Algorithm for optimum distribution of the
video content
In the paper an interpolation algorithm is considered that
distributes movie content onto the local servers according
to the movie index variation. This algorithm is shown in
Fig. 6 and represents an improved version of the algorithm
proposed in [6].
In order to make a decision about the allocation of a movie
the following parameters must be considered: free disk
space on each of the local video servers, the number of
requests made for session time-out values over 20 minutes,
number of unattended requests to subscribers. Besides,
long TV series (over 100 episodes) are eliminated from
the indexing system as they are copied in all local servers
immediately after the broadcast and are automatically
deleted after a certain period of time which is optional for
the operator (about 3 to 10 days after the broadcast). These
series should be marked out by the system in order not to
be indexed and distributed by the algorithm (as the other
movies are).
The probability to select the n-th most popular movie out
of M films in the system can be determined by the
following expression [9]:
−1

⎛ M 1⎞
Pn = ⎜ n∑ ⎟ ,
⎝ k =1 k ⎠

(5)

where k is the sequential number of the movie.
Thus, operation of the algorithm is reduced to loading and
deleting the movie content in local servers at a daily basis
according to given criteria and at a precisely defined time-
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interval. The interval from 4 AM to 6 AM when video
traffic is at its minimum turns out to be most suitable for
the purpose. Two parameters are used as criteria for entry
or deletion of the movie content: 1) index I(k) of the k-th
film indicating the number of video sessions hold for that
film and 2) parameter R(k) which denotes the number of
outstanding requests for the k-th film. An outstanding
request means inability to deliver the requested movie to
the subscriber rather than waiting for the download of the
selected movie from other servers when it is not stored in
the local server. Parameter R(k) is used by the algorithm to
determine the movies in the relevant video server with the
largest number of outstanding requests and to store these
movies into the adjacent local servers when the video
content is refreshed.
The suggested algorithm is described as interpolation,
since the determination of both the movie index I(k) and
parameter R(k) is based on conjectural values that may be
attained during the peak hours in terms of video traffic i.e.
about 8 PM to 10 PM [6]. Or, in other words,

I (k ) = I (k ) + dI (k )

R(k ) = R(k ) + dR(k ) ,

adjacent server is made so that it can be transferred from
there to the subscriber, the local server operating as a
proxy one. The procedure here described results in the
following formula:
Np

Nq

x =1

y =1

p ∑ Cx + q∑ C y = Copt

(7)

p + q =1,
where p and q are threshold coefficients to determine the
weights of parameters I(k) and R(k) when making a
decision to record the corresponding movie; Cx and Cy are
the disk space occupied by the corresponding movies; Np
and Nq are the number of movies that should be recorded
onto the local VoD server if parameters I(k) and R(k) are
taken into consideration.
Start
algorithm for movie content distribution

No

(6)

where dI(k) and dR(k) are the differences between the
current value of parameters I(k) and R(k) respectively and
the values these parameters would attain during the time
period from 8 PM to 10 PM when video traffic is at its
maximum.
Parameters I(k) and R(k) are recorded in the database
immediately after the refresh procedure is activated. The
database can be installed in the head-end and/or in the
regional VoD servers. Based on it the average values of
I(k) and R(k) for the last few days preceding the current
refresh are calculated and used to obtain the values of
dI(k) and dR(k) that the algorithm needs.
To compensate for the difference in the transmission bit
rate of the movies in the HD and SD format it is necessary
to multiply by 4 the index of the movie in the HD format,
the decision being taken after the movie file size S(k) is
considered. After completion of the refresh procedure
values I(k) and R(k) are set to zero.
The procedure of refreshing the video content consists of
gradually deleting the movies from the local VoD servers
and recording new movies in accordance with their
conjectural index and number of unattended requests.
Unlike the algorithm in [10] where calculation of the
required number of the movie copies is based on the
number of unattended requests for that movie, the
algorithm here described involves a stage-by-stage
procedure. The movie index originally based on
conjecture is compared with a given threshold value. If the
threshold is exceeded the movie is recorded onto the local
server. Then the conjectural number of unattended
requests to this movie is compared with another threshold
value and if it is still above it a copy of the movie onto the
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Fig. 6 Interpolation algorithm for movie content distribution.

The process of recording the movies onto the local server
continues until the server optimal (threshold) capacity Copt
is attained. The value Copt is determined by the algorithm
itself. To this end information is collected about the ratio
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of the number of video sessions to movies recorded into
the local server and the number of video sessions to
movies downloaded from other servers. Information about
this ratio is stored in the database at the beginning of the
renewal process, the threshold Copt being shifted with a
given step at each update until the ratio gets its maximum.
The optimization of the VoD system in terms of server
capacity is over when the value of Copt is determined for
each of the local servers. The process can last from several
days to several weeks.

3. Conclusion
On the basis of the interpolation algorithm for movie
content distribution suggested in the paper the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1) As for the video content the trend is that 80% of
the subscribers would prefer about 23% of the
video content offered.
2) The movie duration and file size follow the
normal distribution law.
3) The type (SD or HD) of the movie can be simply
determined by the file size.
The decrease in the series’ popularity can be described
more exactly by the Gamma distribution, the maximum
value of the movie’s popularity being obtained right after
its broadcast and saving into the system. Two weeks later
the popularity drops to the zero.
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